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Brief
We’re The Capital’s Agency.
Your local experts with international expertise.
9Yards is a 360° creative powerhouse of global talents developing future-led,
integrated media, marketing and events solutions to grow the region’s best brands
from a single point-of-contact.
Drawing on over 200 combined years of international expertise in the communications
industry, and rooted in the Middle East’s market, we create cutting-edge solutions
backed by digital proficiency, business knowledge, market familiarity and above all,
creativity.
We empower the region’s brands to break clutter globally. Since 2017 , we’ve crafted
and curated the UAE’s new age of communications from our state-of-the-art creative
production studios and office in the capital city, Abu Dhabi.

Vision

To be the Capital’s single point-of-contact for all things Media and Marketing.

Mission

To think global at every scale, and offer the 360° support to get there.

Values
Agile
We’re quick, nimble and adaptive to your needs, speed to market is essential and we
live it.
Brave
We innovate not duplicate. New problems deserve new solutions and we’re not afraid
to test the waters.
Curious
We’re always searching for magic, and finding it in unexpected places.
Passionate
We love what we do, and put our souls in our work, no matter the scale.
Transparent
We’re always on the same team.
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psychology, design language, logos and beyond.
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Research
how so we can create branding that resonate with you and your audience.

At 9yards, we enjoy strong networks with major media houses in the region and beyond to
ensure that your message is received by the right audience. We combine traditional PR with
digital technologies to ensure that your brand enjoys top-of-mind recall and positive influence.
Our services include:
Strategic Planning
We believe in strong strategy. We use market, industry, audience and brand insights to help
build a strategy that supports your objectives and identifies key opportunities. From
messaging, content and distribution to targeting – we create comprehensive plans that tick all
the boxes.

PR &
COMMUN
ICATIONS

Messaging
PR and Communications is an extension of your branding. We help you unify your voice and
create clear, precise messaging that delivers exactly the information you want to the right
audience, in the right way.
Media Relations
Our large and diverse network of media professionals ensures that your messaging doesn’t get
lost. We push for meaningful coverage that translates into measurable success.
Research
Our teams of strategists always have their ears to the news cycle. We leverage market insights
along with quantitative and qualitative data to create communications that are on-beat and
memorable.
Digital
We believe in integration. Our approach combines traditional media with expert digital. From
social media to SEO support, our team takes your communications and turns it into a
community.
Government Communications
Our previous experience with government and semi-government institutions have enabled us
to develop a clear understanding of Gov Comms. Our teams have a clear strategy and
approach to help government institutions make the most of their communications.

Combined with crystal clear strategy, our media buying team will ensure that your brand gets the
most bang for buck when it comes to purchased space. Our services include negotiating the best
rates, added value/bonuses, production incentives, sponsorship opportunities, “free” spaces and
more.

MEDIA
BUYING

Why choose us?
ATL and BTL Experience
Whether you're looking for OOH, Print, Digital or Direct Mail space, our team will help you choose
the perfect strategy and space for your need
One-stop Solutions
Our long-standing relationships with major local and international media houses make
negotiations easy and more streamlined for you.
Expert Consultations
Our Media Strategists are happy to sit with you anytime to discuss next steps and work on the
best media plan for your brand.
turns it into a community.

At 9Yards, we provide a 360-degree event experience that ticks all
the boxes. Our experts teams work in tandem to deliver spectacular
results that surpass all expectations. Our services can be broadly
divided into:

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

· Strategy and Conceptualization
· Creative Innovation
· Planning, Execution and Management
· Technology and Production
· Marketing and Amplification
We have partnered with world-renown luxury event planners Colin
Cowie Lifestyle and regional event production experts, Blue Beam
Entertainment to create amazing events, at any scale.

Digital is a non-negotiable avenue for brands today. From social media to SEO, email, and
mobile apps – it’s a great, big, constantly changing world out there. Our team remains
constantly updated with the latest tech and developments to bring your brand right digital
solutions.

DIGITAL
MARKETING
& Advertising

Content Writing
From crafting content that fits your brand language to hitting the right keywords, we’ve got
your content needs covered.
Social Media Marketing
Today, social media can make or break businesses. Luckily, we have in-house Social Media
experts to take care of it.
Digital Marketing Strategy
Brands love Digital Marketing for its cost efficiency, we love it for its flexibility. We’ll help you
make the best of both worlds.
Email Marketing
Always keep customers in the loop, and stay on their radars. We’ll help make their inbox a
place worth visiting.

FILM&VIDEO
PRODUCTION

9Yards Productions is our in-house full-service production house.
Backed by years of experience and expert teams of talented
camera crew, editors, audio-music specialists, colorists and more.
The production house services corporates and private clients in
and around the region, delivering unique content tailored to every
client’s requirement.
Corporate Films
Advertising Films
Animations: 2D & 3D
Event Coverage
Promotional Videos
Influencer Videos
Drone Filming
Educational Videos

Social Media Videos
Music Videos
Country Promotions
Action Filming
VR Filming
Documentaries
Talk Shows
Studio for Rent

OUR DEDICATED
IN-HOUSE TEAM
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OUR LOCATIONS

UAE, Abu Dhabi

UAE, Dubai

UAE, Al-Ain

P.O. Box 41818, Abu Dhabi Marina Area
Breakwater, Corniche Road, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates.

Flat no. 509/block A- Al Mamzar Abraj Al
Mamzar Building, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates.

Industrial City, Khalifa Bin Zayed The 1st
Street, Al-Wadi Trading Center, Daman
Building 1st Floor- Ofﬁce no.6, Al-Ain, United
Arab Emirates.

UAE, Sharjah

Jordan, Amman

Egypt, Giza

Regus Expo Business Centre, Al Tawuun
Road Expo Centre Sharjah, 1st Floor,
Sharjah UAE P.O Box 1216

Abdoun, Prs.Basmah St. Beidas Center
No. 221, Amman, Jordan.

8 Nile Street Al Omaraa Tower Giza, Egypt

Thank You
+971 2 4444 788

link@9yards.ae

www.9yards.ae

P.O. Box 41818 Nirvana Complex Marina Area, Breakwater Abu Dhabi, UAE

